All-In-One Solution
Shape wire and coil springs with a single line from FENN.

A leader in customized machinery solutions for over 100 years, FENN is recognized for developing customized metal forming systems for a wide variety of manufacturing operations. FENN designs and integrates solutions to maximize efficiencies and ultimately reduce operating costs. Increase productivity by eliminating secondary processes with this complete in-house solution for shaping and coiling wire. Trust the leading metal forming OEM in the industry to help your business grow.

To learn more about specific applications, sizes, ranges, and tolerances, contact FENN today!

Wire Line System Benefits
- Equipment fully integrated by OEM
- Maintain complete control of your product by eliminating reliance on outside vendors
- Fully automated line – set it and forget it!
- Save time with the ability to shape and coil wire during a single run

Possible Applications Include:
- Dental Arches
- Wire Nuts
- Clutch Springs

Possible Additional Features:
- Motorized Adjustment
- Automatic Gauge Control
- SPC / Data Acquisition System
- External Roll Cooling

Torin FZ-11 Spring Coiler <<< FENN 3U-HP Power Driven Turks Head <<< Payoff designed to your specifications